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W.A.T.C.H. REVEALS ITS 2018 NOMINEES
FOR THE “10 WORST TOYS” THIS HOLIDAY SEASON
PARENTS BEWARE:
One Child Is Treated In U.S. Emergency Rooms Every Three Minutes For A Toy-Related Injury
(Boston, MA—Nov. 13, 2018) World Against Toys Causing Harm, Inc. (W.A.T.C.H.) today revealed
its nominees for the “10 Worst Toys of 2018” and demonstrated why toys like the “Power
Rangers Super Ninja Steel Superstar Blade” and “Marvel Black Panther Slash Claw,” should
not be in the hands of children. This year’s toy report addresses the types of toy hazards available
online and in retail stores so parents know what deadly traps to avoid when buying toys.
At this year’s press conference at Franciscan Children’s in Boston, Consumer Advocates Joan Siff,
President of W.A.T.C.H., and James Swartz, Director of W.A.T.C.H. and a nationally known trial
attorney, illustrated some of the classic safety hazards that continue to re-appear year after year.
These traps include poorly designed toys and inconsistent and inadequate warnings, cautions and
age recommendations. Swartz and Siff also provided up-to-date information about toy recalls and
stressed the necessity for more stringent oversight of the toy industry.
For over four decades, W.A.T.C.H. has tackled the issue of dangerous toys in the hope of bringing
about change and reducing injuries to children. Nonetheless, dangerous toys remain on store shelves,
in catalogues, and on e-retailers’ websites. Shockingly, classic toy dangers, such as small parts,
strings, projectiles, toxic substances, rigid materials, and inaccurate warnings and labels, continue to
be manufactured by the toy industry in newly designed packaging.
Injuries & Deaths: According to the latest statistics from the Consumer Product Safety Commission
(CPSC), there were an estimated 240,000 toy-related injuries in the U.S. in 2016, and a reported 35
children died from toy-related incidents from 2014 to 2016.i Between 1990 and 2011, there was a
40% increase in toy-related injuries.ii One child is treated in a U.S. emergency room every three
minutes for a toy-related injury. iii
Toy Recalls: Recent toy recalls are a further reminder that not all toys are safe. The recurrence of
many known hazards in toys in the past year is clearly suggestive of a broken system that needs
fixing before more children are harmed. The CPSC, in the most current compiled data, reports there
were 28 toy recalls in fiscal year 2017. In the recent 22-month period between January 2017 and
October 2018, an estimated 3.5 million units of toys were recalled in the U.S. and Canada. Recalls
were issued for toy defects including choking, mechanical hazards and fire hazards that could injure
children. Recalls are important safety measures, but they are reactive not proactive. Many consumers
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never receive notice of toy recalls. Once these toys are on the market, they can reappear for resale
online or in a child’s toy box. In addition, not all unsafe toys are necessarily recalled; enforcement
agencies, such as the CPSC, may have limited resources to police such a large industry, existing
standards can be inadequate, and regulators often scramble to keep up with new technologies
(exploding lithium batteries in hoverboards come to mind–a hazard previously addressed by
W.A.T.C.H.).
Dangers of Online Purchases: With online sales expected to surge 17 to 22 percent this 2018
holiday seasoniv, parents face the disadvantage of not being able to touch and physically inspect a toy
and its packaging for warning signs of obvious hazards at the time of purchase. Also, consumer-toconsumer (i.e. “second-hand”) online sales provide additional opportunities for the purchase of
recalled toys and toys with proven defects.
Hidden Choking Hazards: Consumers may expect that there are sufficient checks and balances in
place to prevent dangerous toys from reaching store shelves or e-commerce sites, but
unfortunately this is not always the case. Even toys that pass existing safety standards can be
dangerous. Toys with small parts are one of the many hazards that continue to unnecessarily put
children at risk. Small parts that could detach during play or long pieces that could be mouthed and
occlude a child’s airway are examples of less obvious hazards. On the 2018 “Worst Toys” list, both
the Zoo Jamz Xylophone and the Nici Wonderland Doll have parts that could be potential
choking hazards for young children. So far, this year alone, there have been 8 toys recalled due to
choking hazards, representing nearly 400,000 units of toys in the U.S. and Canada. Considering
choking is one of the most significant contributors to toy-related injuries and deaths, this is
unacceptable.
First Line of Defense– Safe Design and Manufacture: Many toy-related injuries and deaths could
have been prevented with better designed, manufactured and marketed toys. In a toy industry
generating approximately $26 billion dollars in sales annually across the nation, safety concerns
must be a priority, not an afterthought. The difficulty in purging the market of goods that have been
recalled shows that the burden must be on manufacturers and retailers, not consumers, to identify
the known hazards before their products enter the channels of commerce. Many of the toys recalled
in the last year not only put children at risk of serious injury or death, but also are evidence of
substandard manufacturing practices and inadequate pre-market testing. The best weapon in the
fight to prevent injuries to children continues to be preventing unsafe toys from reaching consumers
in the first place.
Shop Defensively: Unfortunately, even toys that are in compliance with current industry or
regulatory standards have proven to be hazardous, further demonstrating the inadequacy of existing
standards. So what can parents do to arm themselves against toys that could injure children? Since
there currently is no full-proof safety net in place to prevent dangerous toys from reaching
consumers, the message for parents this holiday season is to think defensively when it comes to toy
safety. For starters, parents can avoid many toy-related hazards by remaining cautious, identifying
safety red flags, knowing what classic safety traps to look out for, inspecting new and old toys for
defects and poor design, and learning to identify hidden hazards. W.A.T.C.H. cautions toy shoppers
not to be lulled into a false sense of security that a toy is safe because it has a familiar brand name on
the package or it’s available from a well-known retailer.
Working Together to Keep Kids Safe: Advocacy and awareness makes a difference, particularly
because most toy-related injuries are preventable. Thanks in part to the efforts of W.A.T.C.H., toy
safety has become an active conversation that has led to significant changes in the industry. While
regulations, such as the Consumer Product Safety Act of 2008, are a step in the right direction,
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regulations should be a floor, not a ceiling, for toy safety. As a result of advocacy, the industry and
regulators continue to be held accountable to make safety a priority and millions of toys have been
re-designed, recalled, or otherwise identified to consumers. There is more work to be done to
prevent needless and tragic injuries to children as a result of poorly designed and manufactured toys.
A key message today is to let consumers know that while there are dangerous toys being sold in
retail stores and online, awareness this holiday season and year-round can truly save lives. Behind
each injury and fatality is a real child and family whose lives are often permanently affected. Even
one injury to one child is too many, particularly when the injury is preventable.
W.A.T.C.H.’S 2018 “10 WORST TOYS” LIST: Consumers can help children enjoy a safer holiday
season knowing what traps to avoid when selecting toys. W.A.T.C.H.’s “10 Worst Toys” list, a handson tool for consumers, raises awareness of the different types of potential hazards to avoid while toy
shopping. The particular toys nominated for the “10 Worst Toys” list are illustrative of some
potential hazards in toys being sold to consumers, and should not be considered as the only
potentially hazardous toys on the market.
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NICKELODEON NELLA PRINCESS KNIGHT PILLOW PETS SLEEPTIME LITES

Price:
Manufacturer or Distributor:
Retailer(s):
Age Recommendation:
Warnings:

$19.99
CJ Products, Inc.
Target, Target.com, Express.Google.com
“0+”
“Adult Note: Product is not intended for use in crib. Do
not leave infant unattended with product”; “Warning:
Battery acid leakage can cause personal injury….”; and
other cautions/warnings (package)

HAZARD: POTENTIAL FOR INGESTION AND BATTERY-RELATED INJURIES!
W.A.T.C.H. OUT! These soft, plush “Pillow Pets Sleeptime Lites” project colorful nightsky images to make “night-time fun”. Marketed for infants as a nightlight for baby’s room,
remarkably the package cautions that the product is “not intended” for use in a crib. Nella
is adorned with small, felt-like flower and heart-tag accessories which, if removed, present
potential ingestion hazards. Additionally, the manufacturer identifies a “battery acid
leakage” hazard.
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NERF VORTEX VTX PRAXIS BLASTER

Price:
Manufacturer or Distributor:
Retailer(s):
Age Recommendation:
Warnings:

$34.99
Hasbro; Nerf.com
Target, Target.com, Amazon.com, Walmart.com,
Ebay.com, Bonanza.com
“AGE 8+”
“CAUTION: Do not aim at eyes or face”; “WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD….” (packaging)

HAZARD: POTENTIAL FOR EYE INJURIES!
W.A.T.C.H. OUT! Children as young as eight-years-old are invited to load the supplied
ammunition and “fire 10 discs in a row with pump-action blasting!” The launch-force of
the discs presents the potential for eye and facial injuries.
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MARVEL BLACK PANTHER SLASH CLAW

Price:
Manufacturer or Distributor:
Retailer(s):
Age Recommendation:
Warnings:

$9.99
Hasbro
Target, Target.com, Kohls, Kohls.com, Walmart,
Walmart.com, Amazon.com, HasbroToyShop.com
“AGE 5+”
“CAUTION: Do not hit or swing at people or animals.
Use away from breakable objects”; “WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD….”

HAZARD: POTENTIAL FOR EYE AND FACIAL INJURIES!
W.A.T.C.H. OUT! These rigid, plastic claws, based on a popular comic book and movie
character, are sold to five-year-olds to “slash” like the Black Panther, while simultaneously
advising not to “hit or swing at people.…”
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POWER RANGERS SUPER NINJA STEEL SUPERSTAR BLADE

Price:
Manufacturer or Distributor:
Retailer(s):
Age Recommendation:
Warnings:

$29.99
Bandai America Incorporated
Target, Target.com, Ebay.com, Walmart.com,
Amazon.com, Bonanza.com, Express.Google.com
“4+”
“CAUTION: Spring-loaded. Do not aim at eyes or
face”; “Do not 1) aim toy at anyone, 2) hit anyone with
toy, 3) poke anyone with toy, 4) swing at anyone.…”
and other cautions on package insert

HAZARD: POTENTIAL FOR BLUNT FORCE AND EYE INJURIES!
W.A.T.C.H. OUT! Young children are encouraged to “power up” with this “Super Ninja
Steel” spring-loaded plastic blade, with the potential to cause facial and other impact
injuries.
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CABBAGE PATCH KIDS DANCE TIME DOLL

Price:
Manufacturer or Distributor:
Retailer(s):
Age Recommendation:
Warnings:

$14.99
Wicked Cool Toys LLC
Target, Target.com, CabbagePatchKids.com,
Bonanza.com, Blinq.com
“2+”
None

HAZARD: POTENTIAL FOR CHOKING INJURIES!
W.A.T.C.H. OUT! “Dance Time Cabbage Patch Kids” wear brightly color tutus.
Incredibly, even though the dolls are marketed for oral-age children, they are sold with a
“removable” headband, which can be ingested.
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ZOO JAMZ XYLOPHONE

Price:
Manufacturer or Distributor:
Retailer(s):
Age Recommendation:
Warnings:

$14.96
Vtech Electronics North America, L.L.C.
Walmart, Walmart.com, Amazon.com,
Vtechkids.com, Target.com, Buybuybaby.com,
Bedbathandbeyond.com, Zulily.com
“1½– 4 Years”
None

HAZARD: POTENTIAL FOR INGESTION AND CHOKING INJURIES!
W.A.T.C.H. OUT! This multi-colored, caterpillar-themed instrument is sold for babies as
young as 1 ½ years old. The manufacturer provides no warnings regarding the slender,
rigid, approximately 9-inch-long drumstick handle, which can potentially be mouthed and
occlude a child’s airway.
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NICI WONDERLAND DOLL: MINICLARA THE BALLERINA

Price:
Manufacturer or Distributor:
Retailer(s):
Age Recommendation:
Warnings:

$24.99
NICI
Amazon.com, Neat-oh.com, Walmart.com, Barnes &
Noble.com, Henry Bear’s Park
“2+”
None

HAZARD: POTENTIAL FOR CHOKING INJURIES!
W.A.T.C.H. OUT! The Miniclara ballerina doll, marketed for oral-age children as young
as 2-years-old, is sold with her friend “little kitten” as an accessory. The soft, plush kitten,
however, can detach, posing the potential for choking if ingested.
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STOMP ROCKET ULTRA ROCKET

Price:
Manufacturer or Distributor:
Retailer(s):
Age Recommendation:
Warnings:

$19.99
D & L Company
Amazon.com, Walmart.com, Target.com,
Stomprocket.com, Magic Beans
“Ages 6 and Up”
“WARNING: To prevent serious eye or face injuries:…
Do not aim at your eyes or face…Clear launch
site…before stomping….”, and other warnings/cautions
on package, package insert, and launch stand

HAZARD: POTENTIAL FOR EYE, FACE AND OTHER IMPACT INJURIES!
W.A.T.C.H. OUT! 6-year-old children are advised to “Run. Jump. Stomp!” in order to
launch a rocket “up to 200 FEET!” Many warnings appear on the package and package
inset, in an effort to “prevent serious eye or face injuries.…”
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CUTTING FRUIT

Price:
Manufacturer or Distributor:
Retailer(s):
Age Recommendation:
Warnings:

$39.99
Kid O Toys
Walmart.com, Ebay.com, Magic Beans, Mbeans.com,
Liltulips.com, niniandlolli.com, Buyforbabies.com,
Giftuniversal.com
“2+”
“Caution! Remove the packaging material before giving
the toy to your child”

HAZARD: POTENTIAL FOR PUNCTURE AND BLUNT FORCE INJURIES!
W.A.T.C.H. OUT! The magnetic apple, pear and orange are sold with a “slicing knife”
made of hard plastic. The knife can potentially cause puncture wounds and other blunt
trauma injuries.
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CHIEN Á PROMENER PULL ALONG DOG

Price:
Manufacturer or Distributor:
Retailer(s):
Age Recommendation:
Warnings:

$14.99
Janod; Juratoys
Amazon.com, Magic Beans, Mbeans.com
“12-36 m”
None

HAZARD: POTENTIAL FOR ENTANGLEMENT AND STRANGULATION INJURIES!
W.A.T.C.H. OUT! Despite the industry’s standard requiring strings on playpen and crib
toys to be less than 12 inches in length, manufacturers are still permitted to market “pull
toys” such as “Pull Along Dog” with a cord measuring approximately 19 inches. No
warnings are provided.

